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7 Abstract Infants at risk for autism spectrum disorders

8 (ASD) may have difficulty integrating smiles into initiating

9 joint attention (IJA) bids. A specific IJA pattern, anticipa-

10 tory smiling, may communicate preexisting positive affect

11 when an infant smiles at an object and then turns the smile

12 toward the social partner. We compared the development

13 of anticipatory smiling at 8, 10, and 12 months in infant

14 siblings of children with ASD (high-risk siblings) and

15 without ASD (low-risk siblings). High-risk siblings pro-

16 duced less anticipatory smiling than low-risk siblings,

17 suggesting early differences in communicating preexisting

18 positive affect. While early anticipatory smiling distin-

19 guished the risk groups, IJA not accompanied by smiling

20 best predicted later severity of ASD-related behavioral

21 characteristics among high-risk siblings. High-risk infants

22 appear to show lower levels of motivation to share positive

23 affect with others. However, facility with initiating joint

24 attention in the absence of a clear index of positive

25 affective motivation appears to be central to the prediction

26 of ASD symptoms.

27

28 Keywords Anticipatory smiling � High-risk siblings �

29 Autism spectrum disorders � Initiating joint attention

30Introduction

31The capacity to refer to objects and events within a social

32context (referential communication) typically emerges

33during the first year of life and is an important precursor of

34later social competence (Mundy et al. 2007). Referential

35communication is central to the development of social and

36language abilities and tends to be impaired in children with

37symptoms of Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD; Dawson

38et al. 2004). Infant-initiated joint attention (IJA) is an early

39form of referential communication that develops toward

40the end of the first year of life and becomes more common

41in the second year. Initiating joint attention may involve

42the communication of positive affect, as when infants smile

43in the course of an IJA episode (Venezia et al. 2004). Both

44IJA and the expression of positive affect are areas of

45impairment in children with ASD (e.g., Adamson et al.

462009; Dawson et al. 2004; Mundy and Vaughan 2001). The

47current paper examines smiling occurring in conjunction

48with IJA to refine our understanding of the IJA deficits seen

49in children at risk for ASD.

50Joint Attention and Affect in Typical Development

51Joint attention is the coordination of attention between

52social partners and objects to share an experience (Bak-

53eman and Adamson 1984). By 12 months of age, typically

54developing infants initiate joint attention through the use of

55gaze and gesture to direct the attention of a social partner to

56a shared experience (Mundy et al. 2007). Displays of

57positive affect (i.e., smiling) are likely to occur during an

58infant’s communicative gestures (e.g., offers) to the

59mother, particularly if the gestures involve gaze at the

60mother (Messinger and Fogel 1998). Infants also tend to

61produce more smiling when there is an attentive audience
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62 (e.g., a caregiver) for their smiling (Jones et al. 1991; Jones

63 and Hong 2005; Jones and Raag 1989). Infants tend to

64 display more smiles with accompanying gaze when they

65 are engaged in active toy play and when their mother

66 (Jones and Hong 2005) or another social partner (Jones and

67 Raag 1989) is attentive and responds socially.

68 The timing of smiles in relation to gaze at the social

69 partner during an IJA episode defines IJA smiling patterns

70 and their presumptive meaning. Reactive smiles occur when

71 an infant turns a gaze from an object to a social partner and

72 then smiles (i.e., the smile is in ‘‘reaction’’ to gazing at the

73 partner). Anticipatory smiles, on the other hand, occur when

74 an infant first gazes at an object, smiles, then turns that smile

75 to a social partner (i.e., the smile ‘‘anticipates’’ the gaze in

76 time; Parlade et al. 2009). Anticipatory smiles have been

77 studied in typically developing infants and emerge between

78 6 and 12 months of age (Jones et al. 1991; Jones and Hong

79 2001, 2005; Parlade et al. 2009; Venezia et al. 2004). Evi-

80 dence suggests anticipatory smiles may be voluntary com-

81 municative signals of preexisting positive emotion (Venezia

82 et al. 2004), while reactive smiles appear to be a response to

83 gazing at the social partner.

84 Anticipatory smiling shows unique increases with

85 development. In an infant-examiner assessment for joint

86 attention behaviors (Early Social Communication Scales;

87 Mundy et al. 2003), infants’ anticipatory smiles increased

88 from 8 to 10 months and stabilized between 10 and

89 12 months, a developmental pattern unique to anticipatory

90 smiling (Venezia et al. 2004). The frequency of reactive

91 smiles and overall IJA episodes did not change over time,

92 and the overall proportion of infant smiles during IJA

93 episodes also did not change between 8 and 12 months of

94 age. Parlade et al. (2009) found a similar developmental

95 pattern in typically developing infants’ use of anticipatory

96 smiles, with greater anticipatory smiling shown at

97 12 months than at 9 months. Again, there was no change

98 found in infants’ use of reactive smiles.

99 Associations between anticipatory smiling in the first

100 year and later social and emotional outcomes have been

101 found in typically developing children (Parlade et al. 2009).

102 Early anticipatory smiling was positively related to emo-

103 tional expressivity and parent-reported social competence at

104 30 months. However, reactive smiling and overall IJA fre-

105 quency were not similarly associated with social compe-

106 tence. These findings suggest that anticipatory smiling may

107 be uniquely related to later social competencies, an area

108 particularly relevant for children at risk for ASD.

109 Joint Attention and Affect in Autism Spectrum

110 Disorders

111 Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are characterized by

112 social and communication impairments, as well as the

113presence of restricted or stereotyped patterns of behavior,

114interests, and activities. Joint attention impairments are a

115core deficit in ASD (Dawson et al. 2004), and children

116diagnosed with ASD display fewer instances of IJA than

117typically developing children or children with other

118developmental delays (e.g., Mundy et al. 1986, 1990). IJA

119impairments in children who go on to be diagnosed with

120ASD are usually evident from 1 year of age (Dawson et al.

1212004; Toth et al. 2006). Deficits in IJA are associated with

122poorer outcomes, including social and language difficul-

123ties, in children with ASD (Dawson et al. 2004; Mundy

124et al. 2007).

125Children with ASD tend to exhibit lower levels of

126smiling, including smiles occurring with joint attention,

127than other children. They are less likely to combine smiles

128with eye contact while interacting both with their mothers

129and researchers (Dawson et al. 1990; Joseph and Tager-

130Flusberg 1997; Kasari et al. 1990). With respect to early

131development, lower levels of smiling in combination with

132gazing at the examiner are seen by 18 months in children

133with an eventual ASD diagnosis (Ozonoff et al. 2010).

134Difficulties in combining smiling with IJA suggest that

135children with ASD have difficulty sharing affective expe-

136riences with others. Indeed, sharing enjoyment is incor-

137porated into possible symptomatology in the Diagnostic

138and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed., text

139rev.; DSM–IV–TR; American Psychiatric Association

1402000) and observed behaviors during the Autism Diag-

141nostic Observation Schedule (ADOS), an assessment of

142ASD-relevant behaviors (Lord et al. 1999). However, the

143timing of the coordination of IJA with positive affect, as in

144IJA with anticipatory smiling, has not been well-studied in

145the context of ASD.

146Siblings at High Risk for ASD

147Prospective studies of high-risk siblings (younger siblings

148of children diagnosed with ASD) allow for the examination

149of early developmental markers of ASD, which is not

150typically diagnosed until around 3 years of age. Recent

151estimates of the sibling recurrence rate of ASD indicate

152that approximately 1 in 5 high-risk siblings go on to an

153ASD outcome (Ozonoff et al. 2011). Moreover, a higher

154percentage of high-risk siblings without ASD demonstrate

155sub-clinical ASD deficits and other difficulties with com-

156munication than typically developing children (Landa and

157Garrett-Mayer 2006; Goldberg et al. 2005; Yirmiya et al.

1582006, 2009). There is evidence that high-risk siblings

159produce fewer joint attention behaviors than siblings of

160children with no familial risk for ASD (low-risk siblings;

161e.g., Cassel et al. 2007; Goldberg et al. 2005; Presmanes

162et al. 2007; Rozga et al. 2011; Yirmiya et al. 2006) and

163spend less time gazing toward an object being referenced
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164 by a videotaped partner than controls (Bedford et al. 2012).

165 In a recent study (Ibañez et al. 2012) examined the

166 developmental trajectories of IJA in high- and low-risk

167 siblings and found that high-risk siblings displayed lower

168 levels of IJA at 8 months. In high-risk siblings, these IJA

169 levels were associated with later ASD symptomatology.

170 Neither Ibañez et al. (2012) nor others have examined

171 anticipatory smiling and other IJA smiling patterns in high-

172 risk siblings.

173 Current Study

174 The current study aimed to further specify IJA deficits seen

175 in high-risk siblings by examining the integration of IJA

176 with displays of positive affect. We compared the devel-

177 opment of IJA smiling patterns (anticipatory smiling,

178 reactive smiling, and IJA without smiling) in high-risk and

179 low-risk infant siblings. IJA smiling patterns were exam-

180 ined within the context of initiating joint attention episodes

181 during the Early Social Communication Scales (ESCS) at

182 8, 10, and 12 months of age. These smiling types were then

183 used to predict ASD symptom severity during the ADOS at

184 30 months of age. Based on evidence from high-risk and

185 typically developing children, we hypothesized that high-

186 risk siblings would exhibit lower levels of anticipatory

187 smiling than low-risk siblings and hypothesized that levels

188 of anticipatory smiling within the high-risk group would

189 predict later ASD symptomatology. We did not have

190 hypotheses for group differences in reactive smiling or IJA

191 without smiling, nor did we hypothesize associations

192 between those IJA patterns and later symptomatology.

193 Methods

194 Participants

195 Participants were the infant siblings of children with a

196 diagnosed Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD; high-risk sib-

197 lings, n = 56, 36 male) or children with no evidence of ASD

198 (low-risk siblings, n = 26, 12 male) who were enrolled in a

199 larger longitudinal study of child development, the Sibling

200 Studies Measuring Infant Learning and Emotion (Sib

201 SMILE) Project. High-risk siblings had at least one older

202 sibling with a community diagnosis of ASD, which was

203 confirmed upon study enrollment by administration of the

204 Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord

205 et al. 2000) and clinical diagnosis by a licensed clinical

206 psychologist. Low-risk siblings had older siblings with no

207 evidence of ASD, confirmed by a score lower than a con-

208 servative cutoff of 9 on the Social Communication Ques-

209 tionnaire (Berument et al. 1999), and no family history of

210 ASD. High-risk siblings (White/Caucasian = 35.7 %,

211Hispanic/Latino = 51.8 %, Other = 12.5 %) did not differ

212from low-risk siblings (White/Caucasian = 37.0 %, His-

213panic/Latino = 40.7 %, Other = 22.2 %) in ethnicity,

214v2(2) = 1.57, p = .46.

215Participants included those in Ibañez et al. (2012) study

216of IJA (high-risk n = 40, low-risk n = 21) and an addi-

217tional five low-risk and 16 high-risk infants. Smiling during

218IJA was not reported in Ibañez et al. The current study

219focused on IJA smiling types during the Early Social

220Communication Scales at 8, 10, and 12 months of age—

221participants had ESCS data at least one of these ages—and

222ASD-relevant outcomes. The ADOS was administered at

22330 months of age and used to calculate levels of ASD

224symptom severity. Of the 82 participants, 63 were admin-

225istered the ADOS; of the 56 high-risk siblings, 41 were

226administered the ADOS. Clinical best-estimate diagnosis

227was made at 36 months (high-risk n = 42, low-risk

228n = 21). Clinical best-estimate diagnosis was informed by

229the 30 month ADOS (high-risk n = 42, low-risk n = 21),

230the 36 month Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL;

231high-risk n = 39, low-risk n = 19), and the 36 month

232Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R; Lord et al.

2331994; high-risk n = 34, low-risk n = 18). Three partici-

234pants (2 high-risk, 1 low-risk) received clinical-best esti-

235mate diagnosis on the basis of the ADOS alone without

236data from the ADI or MSEL. Expressive and receptive

237language on the MSEL at 24 and 36 months of age were

238also used as measures of language outcome and to char-

239acterize the sample. See Table 1 for characterization of the

240study sample.

241Procedure and Measures

242This study examined IJA smiling patterns (i.e., anticipatory

243smiling, reactive smiling, and no smiling) within the ESCS,

244which was administered at infants’ 8-, 10-, and 12-month

245visits. The relationship between these smiling patterns and

246later ASD severity (measured during the ADOS) at

24730 months was then examined.

248Early Social Communication Scales (ESCS)

249The ESCS (Mundy et al. 2003) is a semi-structured

250assessment of infants’ nonverbal communication abilities,

251including joint attention, behavioral requesting, and social

252interaction behaviors. During the ESCS protocol, an infant

253is seated on the caregiver’s lap across from an examiner,

254who presents the infant with a series of toys, creating

255opportunities for the infant to initiate joint attention

256behaviors. After presenting and activating a toy, the

257examiner remains attentive and responds to the infant’s

258joint attention bids briefly. The current study focused on

259IJA bids previously coded during the ESCS (see Ibañez
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260 et al. 2012). Instances of IJA with the examiner (e.g., the

261 infant making eye contact, pointing, and showing) were

262 coded by coders trained to reliability and blind to infants’

263 risk group status.

264 IJA Smiling Patterns

265 Patterns of IJA smiling were assessed within the context of

266 IJA episodes during the ESCS. IJA episodes (those

267 including gaze) from coded ESCS assessments at 8, 10, and

26812 months were examined and coded for smiling. Each

269episode was examined to determine if a smile occurred,

270using Facial Action Coding System (FACS; Ekman and

271Friesen 1978) criteria to determine smiles (presence of

272Action Unit 12, raised lip corners). For episodes with a

273smile, the timing of the smile within the IJA episode was

274then assessed. Videos of the IJA episodes were viewed in

275slow motion and frame by frame to allow for more accurate

276coding. A smile was coded if the gaze and smile over-

277lapped in time, and it was then categorized as either an

278anticipatory or reactive smile. Anticipatory smiles were

279coded when the infant first gazed at the object, smiled

280while looking at the object, then gazed at the examiner with

281an already smiling face (i.e., the smile clearly preceded the

282gaze). Reactive smiles were coded when an infant gazed at

283an object, gazed up to the examiner (without a smile

284present), and then smiled after establishing gaze with the

285examiner. If the infant did not smile during the gaze por-

286tion of the interaction, a code of IJA without smiling was

287given. Smiles were coded by a primary coder blind to

288infants’ risk group status, and 22 % of tapes were also

289coded by a second coder for reliability; reliability assess-

290ments yielded 89 % mean agreement with a mean j = .78.

291As ESCS assessments were not uniform in length, rate

292per minute of IJA smiling types were used in analyses. This

293procedure controlled for varying ESCS length (and there-

294fore potential opportunities to produce IJA) and the varying

295numbers of instances of IJA produced by infants. Rates per

296minute (rpm) for each pattern of IJA smiling were calcu-

297lated by dividing the total length of the ESCS in minutes by

298the total number of instances of anticipatory smiling,

299reactive smiling, and IJA without smiling. See Table 1 for

300descriptive statistics for 8, 10, and 12 month data.

301ASD Outcome

302The Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS;

303Lord et al. 1999) is a play-based observational measure

304during which an examiner administers behavioral presses

305structured to elicit ASD-relevant behaviors in areas of

306social interaction, communication, and play; this assess-

307ment was administered at 30 months. Children received

308either Module 1 (n = 36) or Module 2 (n = 27) based on

309language level exhibited at the time of the 30-month

310assessment. Risk groups did not differ with respect to

311which ADOS Module was administered, v2(1) = .35,

312p = .55. High-risk siblings who completed (n = 41) and

313did not complete (n = 15) an ADOS did not differ on any

314of the IJA smiling patterns, ps[ .27.

315To provide a continuous measure of ASD symptom-

316atology, ASD severity scores were calculated for each child

317(low-risk n = 22, high-risk n = 41) from ADOS scores

318based on Gotham et al. (2009) criteria. This resulted in

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for age, IJA smiling patterns, ASD

severity, and MSEL language

High-risk siblings Low-risk

siblings

Cohen’s

d

Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) n

Age at visit

8 Month 8.22 (0.43) 34 8.26 (0.30) 17 -0.26

10 Month 10.21 (0.35) 38 10.15 (0.33) 18 0.17

12 Month 12.22 (0.61) 50 12.59 (0.61) 17 -0.61

30 Month 30.16 (1.26) 41 30.44 (0.78) 22 -0.25

24 Month 24.23 (0.49) 43 23.93 (0.26) 13 0.67

36 Month 36.30 (0.53) 39 35.63 (2.75) 20 0.41

Anticipatory smiling

8 Months 0.04 (0.06) 34 0.16 (0.31) 17 -0.65

10 Months 0.16 (0.18) 38 0.34 (0.34) 18 -0.74

12 Months 0.12 (0.16) 50 0.23 (0.22) 17 -0.62

Reactive smiling

8 Months 0.10 (0.14) 34 0.19 (0.22) 17 -0.53

10 Months 0.28 (0.27) 38 0.39 (0.39) 18 -0.35

12 Months 0.22 (0.28) 50 0.24 (0.19) 17 -0.08

IJA without smiling

8 Months 0.79 (0.52) 34 0.99 (0.54) 17 -0.38

10 Months 0.83 (0.61) 38 1.08 (0.69) 18 -0.39

12 Months 0.82 (0.58) 50 0.78 (0.54) 17 0.07

ASD severity

30 Month

ADOS

3.07 (1.86) 41 1.55 (0.80) 22 0.96

MSEL language

24 Month

expressive

45.74 (12.57) 43 52.31 (8.87) 13 -0.55

24 Month

receptive

46.00 (12.07) 43 51.23 (9.92) 13 -0.45

36 Month

expressive

48.26 (9.41) 39 53.55 (9.83) 20 -0.55

36 Month

receptive

43.59 (10.27) 39 51.40 (8.70) 20 -0.80

Cohen’s d provides a measure of the effect size of group differences

in each variable at each age. A total of 56 high-risk siblings and 26

low-risk siblings had an 8, 10, or 12 month visit. IJA smiling patterns

reflect rates per minute. ASD Severity reflects calibrated ADOS

severity scores (Gotham et al. 2009). MSEL Language reflects t score

values
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319 calibrated severity scores ranging from 1 to 10 that

320 accounted for the child’s age and language level. High-risk

321 siblings (M = 3.07, SD = 1.86) had higher ASD severity

322 scores than low-risk siblings (M = 1.55, SD = .80),

323 t(61) = -3.66, p = .001. Ten high-risk siblings had cali-

324 brated severity scores at or above the cutoff for ASD (a

325 score of 4 or above), and six had scores at or above the

326 cutoff for autism (a score of 6 or above). No low-risk

327 siblings had scores at or above the cutoffs for ASD or

328 autism.

329 Clinical diagnosis procedures were performed at

330 36 months (n = 63). Among the 56 high-risk siblings,

331 there were no differences in IJA smiling patterns between

332 those who received a clinical best-estimate diagnosis pro-

333 cedure (n = 42) and those who did not (n = 14). The

334 30-month administration of the ADOS, the 36-month

335 administration of the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised

336 (ADI-R; Lord et al. 1994), and the 36-month administra-

337 tion of the MSEL were used to inform the DSM-IV-based

338 clinical best-estimate diagnosis from a licensed psycholo-

339 gist. Twelve high-risk siblings received a diagnosis of ASD

340 at 36 months, and no low-risk siblings were diagnosed with

341 ASD.

342 Language Development Outcome

343 The Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL; Mullen

344 1995) was administered at 24 months (low-risk n = 13,

345 high-risk n = 43) and 36 months (low-risk n = 20, high-

346 risk n = 39). Scales measuring non-verbal problem solving

347 (visual reception), fine motor abilities, and expressive and

348 receptive language were administered; t scores for

349 expressive and receptive language scales were used in the

350 current study. At 24 months, high-risk siblings (M =

351 45.74, SD = 12.57) did not differ in expressive language

352 scores from low-risk siblings (M = 52.31, SD = 8.87),

353 t(54) = 1.75, p = .09, or differ in receptive language

354 scores (M = 46.00, SD = 12.07) from low-risk siblings

355 (M = 51.23, SD = 9.92), t(54) = 1.42, p = .16. At

356 36 months, high-risk siblings (M = 48.26, SD = 9.41) had

357 lower expressive language scores than low-risk siblings

358 (M = 53.55, SD = 9.83), t(57) = 2.02, p = .049, and

359 lower receptive language scores (M = 43.59, SD = 10.27)

360 than low-risk siblings (M = 51.40, SD = 8.70), t(57) =

361 2.91, p = .005. When children diagnosed with ASD at

362 36 months were removed from analyses of 36 month

363 MSEL, high-risk siblings without ASD (n = 29, M =

364 49.24, SD = 8.93) did not differ in expressive language

365 scores from low-risk siblings (n = 19, M = 53.53,

366 SD = 10.10), t(46) = 1.54, p = .13, but continued to have

367 lower receptive language scores (M = 45.21, SD = 9.18)

368 than low-risk siblings (M = 50.89, SD = 8.63), t(46) =

369 2.15, p\ .05.

370Results

371Analytic Approach

372Correlations were used to examine the relationships between

373IJA smiling patterns. Hierarchical linear modeling (HLM;

374Raudenbush and Bryk 2002; Singer and Willett 2003) was

375used to compare the development of IJA smiling patterns

376(anticipatory smiling, reactive smiling, and IJA without

377smiling) in high-risk and low-risk siblings from 8 to

37812 months of age. In these models, linear and quadratic

379representations of age were first examined as predictors at

380the observation level, and risk group status (high-risk group

381or low-risk group) was then examined as a predictor at the

382individual level. The linear age variable (time) was refer-

383enced to 8 months (the age of the first observation and an age

384coincident with the emergence of anticipatory smiling), and

385assigned values such that age = 0, 2, 4 corresponded to ages

3868, 10, and 12 months. The quadratic age variable (time2) was

387calculated by squaring the centered linear age variable.

388Linear and quadratic age parameters were modeled as ran-

389dom effects when they exhibited significant variance

390between infants and were otherwise modeled as fixed

391effects. The effect of risk group status on random effects was

392then ascertained. Additional models using gender as a pre-

393dictor were not significant, ps[ .28. HLM modeling was

394then repeated after removing the 5 high-risk siblings who

395received an ASD diagnosis to determine the role of these

396children in the risk-group analyses. Deviance statistics and

397parameter estimates were used to determine if predictors

398were retained in final models. Full Information Maximum

399Likelihood was used in modeling to allow participants with

400missing data to contribute to the estimation of parameters.

401Modeled intercept estimates of each smiling pattern

402from the hierarchical linear models were then correlated

403with ASD severity at 30 months to determine the rela-

404tionship between each IJA pattern and later outcome.

405Intercept estimates for predictive analyses were provided

406under an Empirical Bayesian approach as implemented in

407Raudenbush et al. (2004). The calculation of these esti-

408mates is based on the premise that intercepts are distributed

409randomly and that their reliability is associated with both

410intra- and inter-individual stability of child’s data points

411(Raudenbush and Bryk 2002). For the sake of concreteness,

412outcome analyses were repeated with the observed

4138 month values of each smiling pattern.

414IJA Smiling Patterns

415Anticipatory smiling and reactive smiling were correlated

416with one another in the full sample at 8 months, r(51) =

417.68, p\ .001, but neither anticipatory smiling, r(51) = -

418.13, p = .37, nor reactive smiling, r(51) = .07, p = .61,
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419 were associated with IJA without smiling. Identical pat-

420 terns were observed within each risk group. In high-risk

421 siblings, anticipatory and reactive smiling were correlated

422 at 8 months, r(34) = .40, p\ .05, but neither anticipatory

423 smiling, r(34) = .06, p = .74, nor reactive smiling,

424 r(34) = .15, p = .41, were associated with IJA without

425 smiling. In low-risk siblings, anticipatory and reactive

426 smiling were correlated at 8 months, r(17) = .81,

427 p\ .001, but neither anticipatory smiling, r(17) = -.37,

428 p = .15, nor reactive smiling, r(34) = -.11, p = .68, were

429 associated with IJA without smiling.

430 Developmental Trajectories

431 Descriptive statistics for anticipatory smiling, reactive smil-

432 ing, and IJA without smiling rates per minute (used in anal-

433 yses) are presented in Table 1, and group trajectories are

434 presented in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. The intraindividual, or within

435 subjects, variance in IJA smiling patterns (anticipatory,

436 reactive, and no smiling) from 8 to 12 monthswasmodeled at

437 Level 1, while the interindividual, or between subjects, vari-

438 ance in IJA smiling patterns was modeled at Level 2 with

439 group status included as a predictor; gender was also exam-

440 inedas a predictor butwasnot retained infinalmodels as itwas

441 not significant. This was done separately for anticipatory

442 smiling, reactive smiling, and IJA without smiling.

443 IJA with Anticipatory Smiling

444 The final model for anticipatory smiling included signifi-

445 cant fixed linear and quadratic age terms. Intercepts

446exhibited significant random variance and group status was

447included in the final model as a significant predictor of the

448intercept. With the inclusion of group status as a predictor,

449model fit improved from previous models that did not

450include group status as a predictor, v2(1, n = 82) = 7.94,

451p = .005 (see Table 2 for the final model summary). High-

452risk siblings exhibited lower intercepts than low-risk

Fig. 1 Mean rate per minute of IJA with anticipatory smiling over

time by group. Note. Error bars reflect ±one standard error

Fig. 2 Mean rate per minute of IJA with reactive smiling over time

by group. Note. Error bars reflect ±one standard error

Fig. 3 Mean rate per minute of IJA without smiling over time by

group. Note. Error bars reflect ±one standard error
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453 siblings, indicating that high-risk siblings had lower levels

454 of anticipatory smiling than low-risk siblings. As group

455 status did not significantly predict linear or quadratic age

456 terms these terms were not included in the final model.

457 These results indicate that high-risk siblings had lower

458 levels of anticipatory smiling at 8 months and suggest that

459 these differences persisted over time (see Fig. 1).

460 IJA with Reactive Smiling

461 The final model for IJA with reactive smiling included

462 significant fixed effects of linear and random effects of

463 quadratic age. Intercepts exhibited significant random

464 variance, but group status was not retained as a predictor in

465 the final model as model fit did not improve with the

466 inclusion of group status, v2(1, n = 82) = 2.21, p = .13

467 (see Table 2 for final model summary). These results

468 indicate that risk groups exhibited similar levels of reactive

469 smiling and similar developmental trajectories (see Fig. 2).

470 IJA Without Smiling

471 The final model for IJA without smiling did not include

472 significant terms for linear or quadratic age. Intercepts

473 exhibited significant random variance, but model fit did not

474 improve with the inclusion of group status as a predictor,

475 v2(1, n = 82) = 1.75, p = .18, and group status was not

476 retained in the final model (see Table 2 for final model

477 summary). These results indicate that risk groups showed

478 similar levels of IJA without smiling, and levels of IJA

479 without smiling did not change with age (see Fig. 3).

480Role of ASD Diagnosis

481To ascertain the role of diagnosed children, final models

482for anticipatory smiling, reactive smiling, and IJA without

483smiling were re-run with children diagnosed with ASD

484removed from the analyses. For anticipatory smiling, group

485status remained a significant predictor of the intercept,

486b01 = -.16, SE = .06, p = .01, indicating that high-risk

487siblings without an ASD diagnosis exhibited lower levels

488of anticipatory smiling than low-risk siblings. With siblings

489with an eventual ASD diagnosis removed, group status was

490not a significant predictor of either the intercept for reac-

491tive smiling, b01 = -.07, SE = .06, p = .27, or the

492intercept for IJA without smiling, b01 = -.09, SE = .13,

493p = .51.

494Associations with Outcome

495ASD Severity

496We examined associations of ASD severity first with

497intercept estimates and then with observed 8 month values

498of each IJA pattern (see Table 3). Only analyses for the

499high-risk group are reported, due to the lack of variability

500in ASD severity among low-risk siblings. In high-risk

501siblings, there were no associations between calibrated

502ASD severity scores and anticipatory or reactive smiling.

503However, in high-risk siblings, both intercept, r(39) = -

504.32, p = .04, and observed 8 month levels of IJA without

505smiling, r(26) = -.57, p = .002, were associated with

506ASD severity (also see Fig. 4).

507Language Development

508Bayesian intercept estimates and observed 8 month values

509of each IJA pattern were examined in relation to

Table 2 Coefficient estimates for the final models of IJA smiling

patterns

Coefficients b SE t df p

Anticipatory smiling

Level 1 (observations)

b00 (intercept) 0.04 0.04 4.05 80 \0.001

b10 (linear time) 0.12 0.03 4.53 170 \0.001

B20 (quadratic time) -0.02 0.01 -3.90 170 \0.001

Level 2 (subjects)

b01 (group status) -0.12 0.04 -2.90 80 0.005

Reactive smiling

Level 1 (observations)

b00 (intercept) 0.14 0.04 3.84 81 \0.001

b10 (linear time) 0.30 0.08 3.86 170 \0.001

B20 (quadratic time) -0.13 0.04 -3.46 81 0.001

IJA without smiling

Level 1 (observations)

b00 (intercept) 0.87 0.05 15.92 81 \0.001

Table 3 Correlations between IJA smiling patterns and 30 month

ASD severity scores in high-risk siblings

ASD severity

IJA without smiling

8 month modeled intercept -.32*

8 month observed intercept -.57**

Reactive smiling

8 month modeled intercept -.15

8 month observed intercept .03

Anticipatory smiling

8 month modeled intercept -.04

8 month observed intercept -.18

For the modeled intercept, n = 41; for the observed intercept, n = 26

* p\ .05, ** p B .01
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510 participants’ expressive and receptive language scores at

511 24 and 36 months. There were no associations between IJA

512 smiling patterns and either expressive or receptive lan-

513 guage scores in either low-risk or high-risk siblings at

514 24 months, all ps[ .16, or at 36 months, all ps[ .12.

515 Discussion

516 Difficulties in initiating joint attention (IJA) are a core

517 feature of ASD and frequently characterize infant siblings

518 at high risk for ASD (Cassel et al. 2007; Dawson et al.

519 2004; Ibañez et al. 2012). Children diagnosed with ASD

520 also tend to display less positive affect than children

521 without ASD (Joseph and Tager-Flusberg 1997; Kasari

522 et al. 1990), but little is known about how high risk siblings

523 use affect in the context of initiating joint attention. To

524 further specify the content of the IJA deficits seen in

525 children with ASD and high-risk infant siblings, we

526 examined IJA that was and was not characterized by

527 positive affect, and how these IJA smiling patterns were

528 associated with later outcomes. This appears to be the first

529 study to examine the timing of smiles and eye contact

530 during IJA in the context of ASD risk, and to examine the

531 relationship between early IJA smiling patterns and later

532 ASD symptom severity. High-risk siblings showed an early

533 deficit in anticipatory smiling. Among high-risk siblings,

534 however, only IJA without smiling was associated with

535 later ASD severity scores.

536 In both high- and low-risk siblings, there was develop-

537 mental change in anticipatory smiling between 8 and

53812 months of age. Anticipatory smiling increased from 8 to

53910 months, and the rate of change decreased between 10

540and 12 months. This developmental pattern is similar to

541that found previously in typically developing children

542(Parlade et al. 2009; Venezia et al. 2004) and suggests a

543period of rapid emergence followed by a period of con-

544solidation. Developmental trajectories of reactive smiling

545were similar to those of anticipatory smiling, while there

546was no change developmentally in IJA without smiling

547between 8 and 12 months. The inverted U shape charac-

548teristic of both IJA smiling patterns (see Figs. 1, 2) reflects

549a more general curvilinear pattern in the development of

550IJA, in which the development of language may contribute

551to perturbed IJA growth (Ibañez et al. 2012; Mundy et al.

5522007). The findings suggest that previously documented

553developmental changes in overall IJA may be due to

554changes in IJA with smiling (anticipatory and reactive

555smiling), as IJA without smiling did not change between 8

556and 12 months of age.

557There were no risk group differences in baseline levels

558(i.e., intercept) or developmental trajectories (i.e., slope) of

559either reactive smiling or IJA without smiling. High-risk

560and low-risk siblings exhibited similar baseline levels of

561these IJA smiling patterns and similar trajectories from 8 to

56212 months. As hypothesized, however, there were group

563differences in anticipatory smiling such that high-risk sib-

564lings exhibited lower levels of anticipatory smiling than

565low-risk siblings at baseline (8 months). High-risk siblings

566did not differ from low-risk siblings in developmental

567trajectories, thus group differences in anticipatory smiling

568appeared to persist across age. This indicates that high-risk

569siblings showed an early, continuing deficit in sharing

570positive affect across the first year.

571The unique deficit seen in anticipatory smiling suggests

572that high-risk siblings may have particular difficulties

573coordinating early affect and gaze to share affective

574experiences through anticipatory smiling. The lack of

575group differences in reactive smiling indicates that high-

576risk infants have specific difficulties in sharing preexisting

577positive affect, underscoring the importance of the timing

578of the smile. Sharing preexisting positive affect with

579another person (as in anticipatory smiling) may be indic-

580ative of an infant’s developing understanding that one’s

581emotional experiences can be shared with others (Parlade

582et al. 2009; Venezia et al. 2004).

583Even when high-risk siblings diagnosed with ASD were

584removed from analyses, high-risk siblings (without ASD)

585exhibited lower levels of anticipatory smiling than low-risk

586siblings. This persistent deficit in high-risk siblings both

587with and without ASD may be a characteristic of an

588emerging broader autism phenotype (BAP). The BAP

589refers to subclinical differences in traits and abilities seen

590in family members of individuals with ASD (Gerdts and

Fig. 4 Associations between IJA without smiling at 8 months and

ASD severity at 30 months in high-risk siblings. Note. ASD severity

reflects calibrated ADOS severity scores (Gotham et al. 2009). The

cutoff for ASD is a severity score of 4 or above, and the cutoff for

autism is a score of 6 or above
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591 Bernier 2011). Patterns similar to those observed in this

592 study have been reported at 12 months among high-risk

593 siblings without an eventual ASD diagnosis who were

594 over-represented in clusters of infants exhibiting difficul-

595 ties on the Autism Observation Scale for Infants (AOSI),

596 which includes measures of affective response, coordina-

597 tion of gaze and action, and social-communicative behav-

598 iors (Georgiades et al. 2013). Differences in anticipatory

599 smiling and related behaviors between high-risk siblings

600 (including those without ASD) and low-risk siblings sug-

601 gests the possibility that difficulties communicating pre-

602 existing positive affect to a social partner may characterize

603 the early BAP.

604 Although risk group differences were found in early

605 anticipatory smiling, contrary to our hypothesis, there was

606 no association between anticipatory smiling and later ASD

607 symptom severity. IJA without smiling was the most

608 common pattern of IJA at every age in both risk groups. As

609 anticipatory and reactive smiling occurred at lower fre-

610 quencies than IJA without smiling, it is possible that these

611 IJA smiling patterns were less stable predictors of later

612 symptomatology than IJA without smiling. However,

613 similar findings—in which behavioral and neurophysio-

614 logical characteristics that distinguish high-risk and low-

615 risk groups do not predict ASD-related outcomes among

616 the high-risk siblings—have been reported previously. For

617 example, early differences in infants’ gaze patterns—less

618 fixation to the eyes relative to the mouth in a mother-infant

619 interaction at 6 months—were characteristic of a high-risk

620 group, but this pattern was not associated with later ASD

621 outcome (Young et al. 2009). High-risk siblings with and

622 without a later diagnosis of ASD have also been found to

623 exhibit higher rates of repetitive and stereotyped move-

624 ments than low-risk siblings (Damiano et al. 2013). Like-

625 wise, early patterns of neurophysiological functioning that

626 distinguish high-risk and low-risk siblings exist even when

627 excluding children who proceed to an ASD diagnosis

628 (Tierney et al. 2012). The current results, then, add to a

629 growing literature in which characteristics that distinguish

630 high-risk siblings in the first year of life are not necessarily

631 associated with later symptomatology.

632 There were no differences between high- and low-risk

633 siblings in IJA without smiling. Within the high-risk group,

634 however, IJA without smiling was associated with later

635 ASD severity. Specifically, infants with lower levels of IJA

636 without smiling at 8 months exhibited higher levels of later

637 ASD symptomatology. IJA without smiling was not asso-

638 ciated with either anticipatory smiling or reactive smiling,

639 indicating that this non-affective pattern of IJA may index

640 a different psychological process than IJA coordinated with

641 smiling. Initiating joint attention in a neutral behavioral

642 context may primarily index the social referencing function

643 of IJA. That is, infants appear to be seeking information

644from a social partner during IJA without smiling rather

645than using IJA to communicate preexisting positive affect

646or using IJA to make positive emotional connection. An

647infant’s use of IJA that is not affectively motivated may

648index an early behavioral ability that can be beneficially

649employed for a range of non-affective social functions. In

650typically developing infants, time spent in neutral affect

651expression may allow for cognitive activity to be devoted

652to communicative signals relevant to learning (e.g., lan-

653guage learning; Bloom et al. 1988; Bloom and Capatides

6541987). The ability to share attention in a more neutral

655context, rather than sharing attention motivated by sharing

656or experiencing positive affect, may be particularly rele-

657vant to infants’ later ASD symptomatology. It may allow

658infants to best learn social information from the interac-

659tions they have initiated. That is, IJA without smiling may

660allow infants to reference a social partner not to share a

661preexisting emotional experience or to engage in a shared

662smile, but to better understand the partner’s pragmatic

663relationship to the object or event being referenced. IJA

664without smiling was not associated with language out-

665comes at 24 or 36 months (neither expressive nor receptive

666language). Rather, IJA without smiling appears to be

667uniquely associated with levels of ASD symptomatology,

668rather than broader developmental difficulties.

669The current study expands our previous understanding

670of IJA deficits and their relationship to ASD severity. I-

671bañez et al. (2012) found that high-risk infants exhibited

672lower levels of overall IJA at baseline (8 months), and that

673these baseline levels of IJA predicted later ASD severity.

674The examination of specific IJA smiling patterns in the

675current study highlights the potential importance of the

676coordination of positive affect with joint attention in

677infants at risk for ASD. Early group differences in IJA are

678most pronounced in IJA that is a vehicle for sharing

679positive affect (i.e., anticipatory smiling), with high-risk

680siblings sharing less preexisting positive affect with a

681social partner. However, the relationship between IJA and

682ASD severity appears to be driven by IJA in a more neutral

683context, suggesting that the ability to utilize IJA routinely,

684in the absence of a specific positive affective motivation,

685may be an especially important skill for high-risk siblings.

686This interpretation is buttressed by recent findings in a

687study by Nichols et al. (2013). While high-risk siblings

688exhibited lower levels of social smiling (smiling combined

689with eye contact) than low-risk siblings as a whole, early

690eye contact that was not coordinated with a smile best

691distinguished between infant siblings with and without

692later ASD symptomatology. Low levels of motivation to

693share preexisting positive affect with others may be par-

694ticularly relevant to the early emerging broad autism phe-

695notype, while the proclivity to reference a partner for non-

696affective goals may index a capacity to obtain information
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697 from social experience that is important for ASD-related

698 outcomes for high-risk siblings.
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